
 

Build, Create & Innovate: 

Engaging Youth Through Making 

Thank you for joining! 
The webinar will begin shortly. 



 

Audio difficulty? 
Dial: 1-877-860-3058     

        1135574 

 

Experiencing Delays? 
Try closing out the other programs 

running on your computer. 

Have a question or comment? 
Use the group chat to interact with 

speakers and other participants. 
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Textile Messages focuses on the emerging field of electronic textiles, or e-textiles—computers

that can be soft, colorful, approachable, and beautiful. E-textiles are articles of clothing, home

furnishings, or architectures that include embedded computational and electronic elements.

This book introduces a collection of tools that enable novices—including educators, hobbyists,

and youth designers—to create and learn with e-textiles. It then examines how these tools are

reshaping technology education—and DIY practices—across the K–16 spectrum, presenting exam-

ples of the ways educators, researchers, designers, and young people are employing them to

build new technology, new curricula, and new creative communities.

“This book will delight and inspire you with stories of wonderfully-inventive e-textile fashions

and crafts. But don’t focus too much on the creations themselves, charming as they might be.

What’s most exciting is not what people are creating, but how the act of creating is changing

the ways people think about themselves. With e-textiles, a broader and more diverse range

of people are starting to see themselves as designers and creators of new technologies, with

growing confidence that they, too, can be active contributors to today’s digital culture.”

—Mitchel Resnick, LEGO Papert Professor of Learning Research, MIT Media Lab

“Textile Messages is such an extraordinary book, especially for anyone who marvels in the jux-

taposition of unsuspecting elements (fashion and technology) and ways of being in the world

(traditional crafts and modern innovation). If you are someone who loves the arts, is fasci-

nated with the current technology and all it can do, this book will thrill you. If you are some-

one who is concerned about breaking the gender gap in computing, and making computer science

accessible to all people, this book will inspire you, give you lots of ideas, and give you hope.”

—Jane Margolis, Senior Researcher, UCLA Graduate School of Education 

and Information Studies, author of Stuck in the Shallow End: Education, Race, 
and Computing and Unlocking the Clubhouse: Women in Computing

“Re-connecting craft with technology, e-textiles is a growing field that inspires new forms of per-

sonal expression and interaction design. This book elevates the practice of learning to use e-

textiles by mapping the busy intersection of physical materials, electronics, and computation.”

—Dale Dougherty, President and CEO of Maker Media, Make magazine, and Maker Faire

“Textile Messages chronicles the creative integration of textiles, electronics,

and computation in the service of education, innovation, and a more inclu-

sive engineering culture. Bringing together the voices of engineers, artists,

and educators, the book weaves together concrete examples of creative work

and educational practice with thoughtful discussions of learning theory, fem-

inist agendas, and historical perspective. It will appeal to educators, 

parents, makers, and researchers—anyone with an interest in women and

technology, DIY culture, and educational innovation.”

—Mizuko Ito, Professor, Donald Bren School of Information 

and Computer Sciences, University of California, Irvine, 

author of Hanging Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out: 
Kids Living and Learning with New Media

WWW.PETERLANG.COM
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Computers are central to the infrastructure that underlies almost every aspect 
of modern life from transportation to medicine, entertainment to economics, 
and of course, communication. Yet there are curious gaps in the use of comput-
ers. Why don’t we !nd them in our clothing and furniture, despite repeated 
predictions that such a reality is just around the corner? Why don’t more peo-
ple learn how to build and program computers? Why are computing-related 
professions among the least diverse in society? This volume will report on a  
new set of tools and materials that we believe have the potential to transform 
the landscape of technology education by making computing accessible, rel-
evant, and compelling to new audiences.

Textile Messages focuses on the emerging !eld of electronic textiles, or e-textiles-
computers that can be soft, colorful, approachable, and beautiful. E-textiles are 
articles of clothing, home furnishings, or architectures that include embedded 
computational and electronic elements. This volume introduces a collection of 
tools that enable novices-including educators, hobbyists, and youth designers-
to create and learn with e-textiles. It then examines how these tools are reshap-
ing technology education–and DIY practices–across the K-16 spectrum, pre-
senting examples of the ways in which educators, researchers, designers, and 
young people are employing them to build new technology, new curricula, 
and new creative communities.

Contributors include: Shaowen Bardzell, Joanna Berzowska, Lynne Bruning, 
Kalani Craig, Di"us Design, Nwanua Elumeze, Diana Eng, Kate Hartmann, 
Osamu Iwasaki, Eric Lindsay, Grace Ngai, Maggie Orth, Despina Papadopoulos, 
Hannah Perner-Wilson, Daniela Rosner, Heidi Schelhowe, Thecla Schiphorst, 
Becky Stern, and AnnMarie Thomas.

Coming in 2013
Edited by Leah Buechley, Kylie Peppler,  
Mike Eisenberg, and Yasmin Kafai

Published by Peter Lang USA, New York, NY
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Help-seeking
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circuits



Learning about circuits

Peppler, K. & Glosson, D. (2012). Stitching Circuits: Learning About Circuitry Through E-Textile Materials. Journal of Science and 
Educational Technology. 



Significant results

Peppler, K. & Glosson, D. (2012). Stitching Circuits: Learning About Circuitry Through E-Textile Materials. Journal of Science and 
Educational Technology. 





Production
•  Creates inventive 

work/inspires 
creativity

•  Wide range of 
production

•  Sparks long-term 
interest 





Practices
•  Interest in 

documenting and 
sharing original work 

•  Connects youth to 
their home and 
academic lives 

•  Offers peer-to-peer 
learning cultures 



Participation
•  Youth get “hooked”
•  Equal participation of 

non-dominant groups
•  Creates youth 

leadership 
opportunities

•  Evolves individual 
identities 





General Outcomes
•  Engagement 
•  Interest 
•  Curiosity 
•  Creativity
•  Design Thinking 
•  Systems Thinking 
•  Tinkering / Playful 

disposition
•  Improved outlook 
•  Community Participation 

Disciplinary Goals
•  STEM interest, productive 

engagement, and valuing of 
STEM activities

•  Arts interest, productive 
engagement, and valuing of 
Arts activities 



Thank you! 
 
kpeppler@indiana.edu 
kpeppler.com





explorecreateshare.org

A DAY 
IN THE LIFE 
MOZILLA HIVE NYC



A Day in the Life

Bronx Museum
The People 
Make the Park

THE POINT,
COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION
POWER POINT

#art, #design, #media, #community, # QR 
Codes, #public places, #oral history, 

#economic justice, #activism, #youth 
leadership



New York Hall of Science
Makerspace

American Museum of 
Natural History
Capturing Dinosaurs

#stemnow, #design, 
#making #makerspace, 

#digital fabrication, 
#extinct, #dinosaurs, 

#scientific inquiry



A Day in the Life

Eyebeam Art + 
Technology & World Up
Digital Day Camp

#electronics, #physical 
computing, #remix, 

#computational literacy, 
#media, #gamedesign, 

#makerparty



#teachtheweb, #make, #learn, #share, #remix, 
#local, #regional, #global, #community-based, 
mentor-lead, #blended, #digital literacy, #digital 
skills, #makerparty

June 15-September 15, 2013



#hackjam, #open data, 
#collaboration 
#Museum of Moving 
Image, #code, 
#mentors, #design, 
#peer-to-peer, #civic 
engagement,
#makerparty

Young Rewired State NYC



http://webmaker.org/events

#field games, #professional 
game designers, #mentors, 
#problem-solving, 
#collaboration, #Come Out & 
Play Festival, #YMCA, #ESI 
Design, #makerparty

http://webmaker.org/events
http://webmaker.org/events


http://webmaker.org/party

#allied media conference, #Disco Tech, #Detroit, #social 
justice, #activism, #tech, #artivism, #choice, #makerparty

http://webmaker.org/party
http://webmaker.org/party


#apps, #nerd, 
#friends, #civic 
engagement, 
#teamwork, 
#sharing 
#celebrating,
#maker party



#MozPhillipines, #girls-only, #kitchen table, #teachtheweb, 
#mentors, #html5, #global, #making, #maker party



#city-wide, #networked, #collaborative, #youth-focused, 
#digital media, #webmaking, #connected, #learning lab, 

#funded collaborations, #partnerships

#leah gilliam, #mozilla, #hive nyc, #project director

webmaker.org, hivenyc.org @leahatplay @hivelearningnyc



Lisa Regalla, Program Director
Lisa@MakerEd.org



19 States. 34 Host Sites. 108 Maker Corps Members









Maker Education Initiative
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Maker Education Initiative

Interested in becoming a 
2014 Host Site? Sign up at:
MakerEd.org/MakerCorps

@MakerEdOrg
Facebook.com/MakerEducationInitiative



Maker Education Initiative

makerspace.com/playbook

makezine.com/maker-campyoungmakers.org



 
Ready for more? 
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